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CHASSIS / SUSPENSION TOOLS
Risk Racing Seal Doctor $27.95-H

The Risk Racing Seal Doctor removes the dirt that typically causes a leaky fork
seal...And you can do it right at the track or on the trail!
The majority of fork seals leak due to dirt being trapped in the seal. Obviously this
leak will affect the suspension tuning of your bike. It can also soak your front brake
pads creating unsafe riding conditions.
Just snap the Seal Doctor on your fork tube, insert it into the leaky seal and twist. The
design of the Seal Doctor maintains the proper position and angle as you rotate
around your fork tube. It effortlessly pulls the dirt out of the fork rather than pushing
it deeper into the fork.

SIZE TCI PART #

Small (35 - 45 mm) 860-00123

Large (45 - 55 mm) 860-00121

Risk Racing Mud Axe 860-00122 $21.95-H

The Risk Racing Mud Axe is specifically designed to make the task of removing excess
mud from your dirt bike, quad or UTV quick and easy. The head of the Mud Axe is
shaped to make swift work of fenders as well as hubs and wheels, which is
important in reducing rotating mass. The pick on the other end of the Mud Axe is
perfect for clearing foot pegs, brake pedals, engine bays, suspension linkages, and
any other tight spot that mud finds its way into. The ergonomic “arched” design of
the body is great for scraping the inside of your fender while keeping your hand out
of the muck. The over-molded rubber handle on this tool ensures a firm and
comfortable grip.

• Constructed of a heat resistant glass reinforced plastic composite. This makes it extremely
durable and safe to use on hot engines and exhaust.

SPRING PULLER TOOLS

ACS Exhaust Spring Hook 722-8065 $13.95-J

This spring tool will remove exhaust pipe springs. tank or seat holding springs, cotter
pins and many other hard to access parts.

SPI Exhaust Spring Hook 549-2089 $ 5.95-J

Used for installing and removing all exhaust systems of any spring that requires a
pull to release.

• Made of stainless steel for strength and resistance


